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some large gardens ringed by walls, which I had not
noticed when we were below. The fountains played
no longer, and the pools were dry ; only some grassy
lawns revived forgotten beauty. From a well that
might have figured in a biblical vignette, two fat
oxen were raising water, and a chain of mails passed
it on from hand to hand in buckets.
A flight of steps, precipitously steep, leads from
the outer courtyard to the first of the courtyards
within the palace. Beside it runs a gangway afford-
ing a much easier ascent; to spare him the fatigue
of climbing the steps, the Prince was carried up
this gangway in a sedan-chair. Everywhere in
the palace I saw similar gangways, for the use of
palanquin-bearers, flanking each flight of steps.
Those within the palace, however, were used
exclusively by the princesses ; the palanquins in
which they were conveyed looked like lacquer
boxes, discreetly hermetic, so that in strict seclusion
they could travel from the terraces to their apart-
ments.
At the top of the stairs I saw a dark recess in the
wall, a chapel dedicated to Kali, where for many
centuries the priests immolated victims to the god-
dess. Even now, in deference to the memory of the
sovereign who resided in the palace in earlier days
and came to worship here, a sacrifice is offered
every morning at the shrine. But nowadays a goat
does duty for the human victim.
A cavernous darkness brooded in the temple.
Lamps were burning before a statue swathed in silk
and shadows; near it stood a little bench on
which the faithful had deposited their offerings,
copper coins and tiny flowers. A large brown stain,
still moist in the late afternoon, mottled the soil
before the sombre shrine. In the cave-like templea

